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In Genesis 1, it says 
that God separated 
the waters.

Did God create the 
waters or were they 
already there?



What was the 
reasoning behind 
the years of silence?



Is there a difference 
between the church 
and the kingdom of 
heaven?



Does Revelation 14:1 refer to 
predestination? Since God 
knows the future, should we 
believe in predestination? I 
know we can still convert 
others and that there isn’t a 
limited number, but I was 
just curious.



What will happen to someone on 
judgment day who has never had 
access to the Bible? For example, 
North Korea’s religious belief is 
atheist, and the people have very, 
very little information. If these 
people never had access to read 
the Bible, where would they go 
on judgment day?



Are all preachers 
evangelists?

Why/why not?



Would we be 
considered 1st-century 
Christians because we 
follow the same morals, 
rather than go by the 
year or century?



Is it ok to miss a service 
for something like a 
dinner with your 
parents, even though 
it’s kind of putting 
family before God?



Is it a sin to use 
self-defense?



Is it wrong for women to 
have pain management 
during labor since Eve’s 
consequence for eating 
the forbidden fruit was 
pain in childbirth?



Cremation, is it wrong? I feel it is not 
right for me because

1. Who am I to destroy this body that 
God has given me and calls a temple?

2. We are to speak where the Bible 
speaks and be silent where it is silent. 
Most Scripture I find speaks of burial, 
not cremation (except for Saul whose 
body was decapitated by enemies)



Is it a good thing that 
Judas betrayed Jesus, 
because if he didn’t, 
Jesus wouldn’t have 
died?



Do we have the 
names of people who 
nailed and hung Jesus 
to the cross?



When will Jesus 
come back?



When Jesus comes back, 
will his spirit descend 
from heaven everywhere 
or will it be so big that 
we/everyone will see it?
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